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Frôm what I have said I think it will be clear that
our general policy on these matters at thé United Nations and
elsewhere has been based on the negotiation of differences . Suc-
cess in such negotiation is not of course possible if t .hrough
timidity we give in to'unwarranted pressures, but on the other
hand it is not assisted by abuse ef"or hissing at any of the
governments or personages involved with whom we -have to negotiate .
Such abuse is-an easy escape for emotions, but it hinders rather
than helps the search for acceptable solutions which will avoid
the-use of force . Indeed it often helps to make force unavoidable
by provoking wild and angry reactions .- Nor is the use of violent
language necessarily-an indication of-either strength or convic-
tion on the part of the person who uses that language .

To state, as has been done, that this Government has
said anything or has done anything which would condone the use
of force in this or any other matter unless that force is justi-
fied as self-defence, individual or collective, under-the Charter
of the United Nations, is a misrepresentation of our positio n
and is denied by every act and every statement on the record of
the United Nations or elsewhere . To"attempt to explain some
alleged and imaginary change in Canada's attitude toward the use
of .force in the Middle East by tying that fictitious change to
the new Eisenhower doctrine for United States policy in the
Middle East is a misrepresentation not only of Canadian policy
but of the Eisenhower doctrine itself .

The Eisenhower Doctrin e

It has been stated . . . that the United States policy
to which I have referred is, .and I quote . . .

If there should be communist aggression in the Near
East, American troops -- acting on their own --_would
intervene .

That is the end of the quotation . That is also a
distortion of the meaning of the Eisenhower doctrine and it does
no good to co-operation between friends or to the effort -to avoid
conflict . . . .(The pertinent paragraph . of ) the Congressional resolu-
tion on the subject . . . is as follows :

The United States regards as vital to-the national -
interest and'world peace- the preservation of the independ-
ence and• integrity of the nâtions *of the-Middle East . 'To
this end, if the President déterminés the necessity there-
of, the United States'is-prepared to-use armed forces to
assist any such natiori*ôr group of 'such nations requesting
assistance against armed aggressiori from any country
controlled by international communism : provided that such
employment shall be consonant with the treaty obligation s
of the United States and with the constitution of the United
States .


